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Hi, I am experiencing some red bumps on the corner of my mouth, where the top and bottom
lips meet. It looks like acne but it was really inflammed and hurt for about. I just came back from a
wedding in Texas on Sat and by Tue I noticed red itchy bumps around my ankles and leg. It
then spread to the side of my knee, thigh, and today.
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Hi, I am experiencing some red bumps on the corner of my mouth, where the top and bottom
lips meet. It looks like acne but it was really inflammed and hurt for about. Ok for over a year now
i have these tiny little white bumps on the corner of one side of my mouth that has the area and
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I recently noticed 2 sets of 2 red bumps (maybe a little bigger than tiny) under my lower lip, on
each side of my mouth and one set of 3 on my top lip.
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